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Key Advantages:
Instant Provisioning and Increased Choice for Tenants: rXg enables tenants to choose their preferred Internet service 
provider without the need for separate distribution networks. Its instant provisioning capabilities eliminate traditional 
waiting times associated with truck rolls, maximizing tenant satisfaction.

Cost Savings and Revenue Generation Opportunities for Venue Owners: 
By leveraging existing network infrastructure investments, venue owners can generate additional revenue through rXg’s 
agile B/OSS system. This allows billing for a range of enterprise services, unlocking new revenue streams and maximizing 
returns on infrastructure investments.

Enhanced Guest Experience and Monetization Opportunities: 
The neutral hosted Wi-Fi network can also be used to deploy a secure network for venue guests. This guest network 
delivers location-based portal-driven guest experiences and can be monetized through analytics, captive portal, and 
interstitial redirection, creating additional value for venue owners.

Why Choose the RG Net’s rXg for Your Wi-Fi Neutral Hosting?
Seamless Integration: rXg’s B-RAS with BNG and SD-WAN capabilities allow for easy integration of multiple service 
provider uplinks to the border gateway. Versatile Connectivity: rXg’s automated N/EMS micro-segments the private 
network, supporting multiple access technologies such as Wi-Fi, Ethernet, Private LTE, PON, and more.

The Ultimate Solution for Instant Connectivity, 
Efficient Network Management, Profit Maximization, 
and Enhanced Guest Experiences
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Advanced Billing Capabilities: 
rXg’s agile B/OSS system enables venue owners to 
bill for a range of enterprise services, unlocking new 
revenue generation opportunities.

Cutting-Edge Guest Experience: 
Offer your guests a secure, location-based portal-driven 
experience, and monetize the guest network through 
analytics and advertising opportunities.
Upgrade to the rXg and Experience the Power of Instant 
Connectivity.

Embrace the future of connectivity with the rXg. 
Offering complete self-service automation, instant 
provisioning, cost savings, revenue generation, and an 
enhanced guest experience, rXg is the best solution for 
creating a neutral hosted environment. Choose rXg and 
deliver the ultimate tenant and guest experience while 
maximizing your venue’s potential.
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